An Eye For Hitchcock

Film scholar Murray Pomerance presents a series of fascinating meditations on six films
directed by the legendary Alfred Hitchcock, a master of the cinema. Two of the films are
extraordinarily famous and have been seenâ€“â€“and misunderstoodâ€“â€“countless times:
North by Northwest and Vertigo. Two others, Marnie and Torn Curtain, have been mostly
disregarded by viewers and critics or considered to be colossal mistakes, while two others,
Spellbound and I Confess, have received almost no critical attention at all.In An Eye for
Hitchcock, these movies are seen in a striking new way. Pomerance takes us deep into the
structure of Hitchcockâ€™s vision and his screen architecture, revealing key elements that
have never been written about before. Pomerance also clearly reveals the link between
Hitchcockâ€™s work and a wide range of thinkers and artists in other fields, thereby offering
viewers of Hitchcockâ€™s films the rare opportunity to see them in an entirely new light.
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An Eye for Hitchcock () by Murray Pomerance. An Eye for Hitchcock is, according to Murray
Pomerance, â€œa series of meditations upon six very great symphonic works of a very great.
In the introduction to his collection of essays from the Hitchcock Annual Sidney Gottlieb
points out that as the amount of critical writing about the work of an artist . This summer EYE
pays tribute to Alfred Hitchcock, one of the most iconic and influential filmmakers, with a
major retrospective including nine restored silent films. He has published dozens of volumes
on cinema, including four books on Alfred Hitchcock: An Eye for Hitchcock, Alfred
Hitchcock's America, Marnie,and The.
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With a sharp eye for social detail and the pressures of class inequality, Alfred Hitchcock
brought to the American scene a perspicacity and analytical shrewdness. 26 Sep - 2 min
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